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Abstract 

The first words that may come to mind when you hear the words “provable security” are quite 

possibly “oxymoron” and “pipe dream”. The idea behind provable security is to establish a model of 

a system whereby an attacker must accomplish well-defined tasks to gain access to anything that they 

shouldn’t be able to access and to then prove that these well-defined tasks are either mathematically 

impossible or computationally infeasible. Cryptography is the quintessential example of a field that 

relies on provable security (or attempts of proofs, at least). In a day and age where we rely on 

encryption to protect our passwords, bank accounts and personal data, vulnerabilities in our ‘proven’ 

secure methods of encryption could result in extreme disaster (RSA immediately comes to mind). On 

the other hand, to argue that proofs that effectively limit the scope of attacks that we have to worry 

about are not making significant contributions to the state of computer security would be cynicism at 

best. This paper will explore some base criteria for a what a proof of security may need, why we will 

inevitably fall short of a complete proof and why partial proofs of security can still make for significant 

progress in the field. To do this, I will look at existing proof attempts such as one-way functions 

(RSA/ECC), consider the feasibility of accurately modelling all possible ways of a system being 

breached, and discuss the implications and advantages of attempting such proofs. 

Introduction 

A proof in computer system or communications security can be defined as clearly as a 

mathematical proof may be. The constraints of a mathematical system are well-defined, limited in 

number and widely understood. The constraints of a computer or communication system, on the 

other hand, are far vaguer.1 A true proof of security would show that certain access could not be 

achieved by a malicious actor since a prerequisite for this access is either mathematically impossible 

task or a computationally infeasible task. Mathematically impossible means that the task at hand simply 

cannot be achieved (no matter any level of luck or computational ability), and computationally 
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infeasible is taken to mean that the task cannot be completed in any reasonable amount of time (<100 

years for example) barring some exceptional case of amazing luck. This must be determined with 

consideration to the progress of technology as a whole and must involve certain assumptions about 

the computational capacity that may be made available to a potential adversary of the system. Of 

course, one could come up with a potential situation where certain information or access is completely 

unavailable (by deleting the information, for example) but any useful proof of security involves a 

system that allows for some level of authorized access. The only way to be certain that a malicious 

actor could not gain access to something they shouldn’t be able to access, would be to make access 

impossible for everyone.  

 

To the Community 

We rely on partial proofs of security to safeguard information and trust technological systems. 

Much of cryptography relies on the idea that a decryption of encrypted data has been shown to require 

extreme computational power unless the adversary has an appropriate key necessary for quick 

decryption. RSA encryption is used widely to secure messages being sent over the internet or other 

computer network, this means that the continued security of a lot of sensitive information relies on 

the idea that people without the requisite key cannot decrypt RSA encrypted data in a reasonable 

amount of time. Payment systems rely on payment signatures addressed to a given customer and 

transaction not being easily duplicatable or malleable. The point here, is that we rely heavily on a 

proven difficulty for adversaries to break the systems that we have put in place. Without such proofs 

in place we would most likely be unwilling to share data with one another so widely over the internet 

(particularly sensitive data) and wouldn’t be able to trust the convenient payment solutions and 

platforms that make our lives so much easier now. These things are, of course, only a small part of 

the overall body of technology that we have adopted and trust that is based on proofs of security, 

blockchain and cryptocurrencies being one of the latest applications of this. Hence, a generally 

accepted  definition of what it means to have a proof of security and an understanding of how much 

we can actually infer from such a proof is of utmost importance to the how we progress with the 

construction and use of proofs in computer security. Using proofs to limit the scope of potential 

attacks and building further solutions to protect aspects of a system that are not safeguarded by 

security proofs will allow us to strengthen our existing systems without having to worry or waste 

resources where they are not needed at the time.  



Types of Proofs of Security and their Implications 

An essential feature of a proof of security are the constraints that we place on a potential 

adversary being considered. There are numerous assumptions that must be made to limit the scope of 

the methods that we are considering that an adversary may employ to compromise a system. The 

reason that this scope must be so limited is that proofs would otherwise be impossible. If we were to 

leave an open scope of possibilities for an adversary when developing a proof, there is always a 

possibility that the adversary gains access through the exact means that we expect authorized access 

to occur. For example, in the case of a public-key encryption system, if an adversary attains a private 

key that they are not supposed to have access to through some means that cannot be proven to be 

impossible, like interrogating the person with the key, then we would have to say that the encryption 

system is broken since a malicious actor can decrypt information they shouldn’t be able to. The 

encryption system isn’t itself broken, though, the issue here is that we haven’t defined a scope of 

actions considered for the adversary. Limiting the scope of actions to attempts to decrypt the 

encrypted data without access or means of access to the private-key needed to perform easy 

decryption, would allow for a proof that is useful to highlight how well (or badly) the encryption 

system works when private keys are kept private – a sort of best-case analysis. 

One way to define the scope of the problem such that a proof can be developed is to break 

the problem down into an Adversarial Model and a Security Game as suggested by Anand 

Raghunathan2. The Adversarial Model defines the properties of the adversary such as what tools they 

have access to, how they may make decisions and form a strategy, and whether the adversary is 

randomized or deterministic. The Security Game would define what power and information the 

adversary would have at their disposal to make an attempt to gain the access that they shouldn’t be 

able to. This could include what keys, ciphertexts or encrypted data the adversary would have access 

to in the case being considered. 

There is an alternative to the Adversarial Model, to look at security from an information 

theoretic perspective. C.E Shannon explored the idea of perfect secrecy in terms of the probability 

distribution of cyphertexts’ mappings to plaintext3. Under Shannon’s definition one may consider the 

definition of perfect secrecy to mean that cyphertext itself contain no information about the plaintext 
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that it references whatsoever. This is to say that there is no information about the plaintext that can 

be gained from the ciphertext without access to the key. Shannon defines this as there being an exactly 

equivalent probability of a given cyphertext mapping to any plaintext as the probability of any other 

same length cyphertext mapping to any other plaintext (assuming keys are chosen randomly). This 

would mean that there is no way to guess what the plaintext relating to a given ciphertext may ever 

be, even with infinite resources. An adversarial model does not need to be built in order to know for 

sure how well the secrecy system works – as long as the minimum constraints of keeping the key 

private are maintained. The issue with perfect secrecy as defined here is that it places to high a burden 

on practicality. The length of a key for a cyphertext that meets these requirements would have to be 

at least as long as the cyphertext itself which is rather impractical in the real world. Moreover, there 

are ways to implement simpler, less constraining systems that provide a similar level of security. This 

is true because the perfect adversary with infinite resources is never going to be the actual case we are 

protecting against, there are real world limitations to adversaries as well that can be taken into 

consideration when developing proofs of security such that the systems developed can be better used 

in practice.  

Common Pitfalls 

There are two most common areas that may be overlooked when constructing a proof of 

security that may result in things going awry: inaccurate assumptions and inadequate modelling of 

adversaries.  

Certain assumptions are often necessary for the logical validity of a proof, it is when these 

assumptions are backed by shaky evidence that this becomes a problem. Some common assumptions 

made are that factoring integers is hard or that a hash function behaves like an ideal random function1. 

One common way for an assumption to be invalidated is the rapid progress of technology. Since our 

definitions of computational infeasibility can change drastically from one decade to the next, 

assumptions made based on technology of the time can easily be invalidated by unexpected progress 

in the field. The threat of functional quantum computing, for example, looms over many assumptions 

of how computationally difficult a problem must be in order for it to be considered computationally 

infeasible. Other times, an assumption may be taken at face value because it seems to be true based 

on continuous good faith attempts to prove otherwise. RSA cryptography, for example, relies heavily 

on the assumption that factoring integers is hard despite the fact that it has never been proven that a 



computationally efficient algorithm to factor integers does not exist4. This assumption is not as 

foolhardy as it initially sounds because the problem of efficiently factoring integers has been discussed 

and worked on for the past 3 centuries by much of the mathematics community. The fact that no 

method to efficiently factor integers exists so far is a partial certification in itself. The fact that this is 

still an unproved assumption, however, does still demonstrate the flexibility in the word proof when 

applied to matters of security. This flexibility is somewhat necessary since it allows for applications of 

security when we would otherwise be stuck waiting for a complete proof. 

 Adversaries are difficult to model for matters of security because the scope of attack for a 

system tends to be so broad that an all-encompassing model would place to large a constraint on the 

kind of proof necessary. With more and more ways over communication to occur between systems 

and for information to be transferred, this becomes increasingly difficult. Consider, for example, a 

modern day smartphone that can share information through it’s connection to the internet, Bluetooth, 

physical wire transfer, over cellular networks and more. Any information contained on a system that 

has multiple means of sharing data must be shown to be protected from all possible methods of data-

access. That said, proofs of security tend to concentrated on a far more niche problem than protecting 

data on a device so generally, but the same concept applies – any system for which a proof of security 

is attempted, inevitably has at least one way for authorized access to take place and many unforeseen 

ways for unauthorized access to take place. The limitation of adversary models in security tends to 

come from the need for a complex system to be narrowed down to a single computation and 

calculation that would be shown to be infeasible for an adversary. This manifests itself in 

cryptosystems, for example, as a one-way function that is easy to evaluate but computationally 

infeasible to find the inverse of5. An adversarial model to show that a cryptosystem works would then 

focus on showing that an adversary would not be able to find the inverse of the one-way function that 

the system is based on. The issue with this is that most instances of such a system being compromised 

result from other parts of the implementation of the system failing. It is therefore quite difficult to 

design a proof of a system in a way that allows for comprehensive trust in the system’s security. The 

best that we can expect is certainty (or close to certainty) about a specific part of a system that can be 

modelled and analysed appropriate for a proof of security. 
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A concrete example of inadequate modelling for the RSA proof was brought to light when researchers 

found that they were able to crack 0.2% of a sample size of 6.2 million public keys collected by 

exploiting the fact random-prime-number generators that seem to have inadequate seeding are 

commonly used6. In this case, people using random-number generators with too few seeds or not 

random enough seeds, resulted in there being a higher than random chance that two people’s public 

keys shared a prime factor. Since finding the largest common divisor between two numbers is much 

harder than the original challenge with RSA of factoring an integer, the authors of this paper were 

able to factorizing public keys that happened to share a prime factor with another key. They could 

then potentially decrypt encrypted data being shared between the individuals in question. 

The supporting material for this paper includes a program that explores how the range of seed values 

picked from has a large influence on the security of RSA key generation. Using 26-bit random seeds 

to generate a hundred thousand 512-bit primes resulted in 149 collisions in a sample run. Public keys 

generated with this method would therefore have 0.3% of their public keys be insecure. Smaller seed 

result in even higher percentages of collisions, emphasizing how important it is to not underestimate 

the value of random seeding from a very large range of potential values.  

Output from example run of the supporting program: 

 

Conclusion and Next Steps for the Community 

A lot of this paper so far has discussed the potential issues that may arise when attempting to construct 

a proof of security, it is important to note that these attempted proofs provide valuable insight and 

utility as well. RSA encryption, that has been the example behind some of the shortcomings previously 

described, has still been tremendously useful not only in terms of enabling billions of safely shared 

encrypted messages to exchanged, but also in terms of opening the door for new, more secure 

cryptosystems (like Elliptic Curve Cryptography). Proofs of security play an important role in giving 

us an accurate understanding the extent to which we can take a system to be secure. It is, however, 

imperative that we take proofs to be doing just that, telling us only what part to see as secure (this too 
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amongst the assumptions made along the way). This will always leave parts of implementation of a 

system left open to attack which should be constantly improved upon and hopefully have attempted 

proofs to secure. Building on the shoulders of those before us is a core tenet of computer science that 

is more applicable than ever in computer security and security proofs since there is always scope to 

improve and poke holes in existing methods and proofs of security.  


